City number is the number of cities in which PM2.5 concentration data and meteorological parameters were successfully matched. r-RH, r-TEM, r-WS, and r-PS represent the correlation coefficients between PM2.5 concentration and RH, TEM, WS, and PS. 
Region
City r-RH P-RH r-T P-T r-WS P-WS r-P P-P 
Southwest

Supplementary materials-sensitivity test:
To test whether the PM2.5 measuring results are sensitive to humidity and can further influence the correlation results, we omit the days with the highest humidity, and use the left days to calculate the correlation coefficients. We adopt two different humidity thresholds to complete the sensitivity test. The first one is to remove the days with relative humidity larger than 95% and the second threshold is set to be 90%. We compare the Spearman coefficients calculated under the three different conditions:
1. remove the days with relative humidity higher than 90%; 2. remove the days with relative humidity higher than 95%; 3. use all the days with valid measurements. * RH, T, WS, P stands for the Spearman coefficients between PM2.5 and relative humidity, temperature, wind speed, and pressure.; 90%, 95%, and all stands for the three different conditions.
TableS4. The sensitivity test results
Region
The comparing results of North China and South China are listed in Table S4 . There are some difference among the correlations under three different conditions, however, the difference is not great. Most importantly, the overall varying pattern kept consistent with our previous analysis. RH is positively correlated with PM2.5 concentration in North China and inversely in South China; TEM and WS is negatively correlated with PM2.5 concentrations expect that PM2.5 concentration in Haikou has a positive correlation with WS; a positive correlation is found between PM2.5 concentration and surface pressure in Northeast China, Central China, and Hainan province while the correlation in other cities is relatively weak. Therefore, we believe that our results may be not sensitive to RH.
